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For the past half century, employers have increasingly classi�ied their
workers as independent contractors. It is said that approximately 8
percent of American workers use independent work as their primary
activity, a   increase since 2001.

More pronounced in trucking, product delivery work like Federal Express,
it �irst emerged in transportation where it is more di�icult to monitor
worker behavior. But there are other obvious incentives: no social
security; no minimum wage or overtime; no unemployment
compensation; no sick pay; family leave or workers’ compensation; no
reimbursement for travel expenses; registration; insurance; licensing and
automobile depreciation; and no protection under anti-discrimination law.
A growing precariat, disproportionately Black, brown and immigrants,
competing with one another was particularly easy for the new on-demand
economy to manipulate.

The gig economy, which initially meant jazz musicians moving from club
to club, caught on with the Silicon Valley investing class, which claimed
that they were simply connecting workers, as Uber, Lyft and Doordash did,
with an app to customers. The companies   around 30 cents on the
dollar, adopting a scheme that immediately became imperiled by a 2018
California Supreme Court  , and later   by the legislature last
year. This created a presumption that drivers were employees because of
the Supreme Court’s initial adoption of the ABC standard that
characterized drivers and others as employees if they met one of the
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following criteria: one, they were under the employer’s control; two, they
performed work which was part of the company’s central business; and
three, were not independent tradespeople. 

The court and legislature took this step because they saw
misclassi�ication of workers as a substantial contributor to growing
inequality, as well as a raid on the public treasury.   estimated
that Uber and Lyft would have paid $413 million into California’s
unemployment insurance fund between 2014 and 2019 if their drivers had
been employees. 

In the wake of these developments, companies like Uber and Lyft
immediately howled in protest over the law,   to obey it altogether,
litigated extensively, arguing in bizarre fashion that they were not in the
transportation business. De�iance produced a delay until the California
attorney general, authorized to enforce the law by the new
statute,   in May and produced a strong trial court decision
concluding that the companies must meet their "day of reckoning."

The transportation network companies (TNCs), already successful in
characterizing their drivers as independent contractors before the anti-
worker Trump NLRB and Department of Labor,   on an
already-planned ballot proposition of the kind with which California is
continually besieged, producing the   ballot campaign
(nearly $200 million and counting) in the state’s history and outgunning
all opponents by 50:1 — though as of publishing, the electoral result is
unclear. But clearly the proposition is one of the best bets for Uber and
Lyft to win, given the likelihood of success in the California courts for the
attorney general.

California’s   pitch is essentially threefold: one, the �lexibility
accorded drivers which makes it possible for them to devise their own
schedule will be lost, as will many of their jobs, and consumer prices
would increase; two, Proposition 22 would provide the drivers with some
employee-like bene�its; three, if the companies cannot have it their way,
they will leave California for greener pastures. Although there are 

 like Alto and others waiting in the wings, one cannot be entirely
sure of the future industry prospects.

But the new legal framework doesn’t abolish �lexibility — indeed, because
demand inevitably �luctuates on any given day, the companies will always
have to retain part-time as well as full-time drivers. 
estimate that the new model will produce a 5 to 10 percent increase in
prices at most, though Uber and Lyft maintain that the price increase
could be tenfold! 

The bene�its for the drivers are markedly inferior to those of employees —
only about 50 percent of reimbursements allowed by the IRS and medical
bene�its, which are about 70 to 80 percent of California’s version of
Obamacare for the most senior workers — nothing else will be provided. 

Finally, beyond Proposition 22, the companies have one other arrow in
their quiver — the federal courts. Already successful before the 
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ride-hauling drivers, there is always the United States Supreme Court.
That tribunal, it is to be recalled, fashioned out of whole cloth the
conclusion that union security or “fair-share” agreements are
unconstitutional. This week Supreme Court nominee 
   her dissenting opinion in support of the proposition that the
right to bear arms is more fundamental than the right to vote. To
paraphrase Frank Sinatra, “the world is upside down today” and Uber and
Lyft are banking on the idea that “anything goes.”

Meanwhile, on Nov. 3, the voters will have a fairly clear-cut choice —
continued exploitation of workers without bene�its and below the
minimum wage (Yes), or some measure of dignity for those who have
been left behind in the age of inequality. 

William B. Gould IV, Emeritus professor at Stanford Law School and former
chairman of the National Relations Board. He is the author of, “Primer on
American Law, (Sixth edition)”  and “Japan’s Reshaping of American Labor
Law (1984).”
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